The features selection is one of the data mining tools that used to select the most important features of a given dataset. It contributes to save time and memory during the handling a given dataset. According to these principles, we have proposed features selection method based on mixing two metaheuristic algorithms Binary Particle Swarm Optimization and Genetic Algorithm work individually. The K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN) is used as an objective function to evaluate the proposed features selection algorithm. The Dual Heuristic Feature Selection based on Genetic Algorithm and Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (DHFS) test, and compared with 26 well-known datasets of UCI machine learning. The numeric experiments result imply that the DHFS better performance compared with full features and that selected by the mentioned algorithms (Genetic Algorithm and Binary Particle Swarm Optimization).
I. Introduction
Over the last decades the devices, sensors, and users are on increasing, therefore, the dimensions of the datasets are increasing. Logically, the size of data is directly proportional to the execution time. As a result, reducing the dimensions of the data becomes necessary to decrease execution time or processing. Using Data mining technique in many fields such as Artificial intelligence [1], Databases [2], Image and video processing [3] , and others, make it in interesting topic for researchers. It is one of the important techniques used for filtering data. The data mining searches of the data (features or instances) that related to the objective of the dataset and removing garbage data from the dataset [4] . The techniques that omitted unimportant features from the dataset called features selection (FS) . There are many algorithms used for FS such as Filter [5] , Wrapper [6] , and Embedded [7] Methods. The metaheuristic algorithms use in optimizing FS of verity styles. The advantages of the stochastic search are fast, flexible, and succeed to solve many hard optimization problems, but disadvantages no grantee to find a global solution and may be suffering from stagnation at local optimum [8] [9] . The Stagnation phenomena is a problem happens when the algorithm gave the same solution (local optimum) during several search steps. To reduce stagnation need to decrease convergence between candidate solutions. Therefore, went to increase the diversity of new solutions. The increases randomness or number of mutation genes leads to make the population more diversified.
[10] Have proposed a wrapper approach with Harmony Search algorithm (HS) that adaptive for features selection. [11] The Binary Approach of Artificial Bee Colony Optimization (BABC) for features selection. The binary vector generated by BABC represents the FS, which were the features that the corresponding one have been selected. [12] Modify Gravitation Search Algorithm (GSA) in order to find a subset of features that maximize the Optimum-Path Forest (OPF) accuracy over a validation set.
The previous works [10] [11] [12] modify the stochastic search algorithms for FS without trying to reduce the stagnation phenomena in these algorithms. The Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) may be suffering from stagnation problem [8] [9] in some points of search (as in Evolutionary Algorithms EA). The hybrid algorithm is more efficient than the algorithms it has built, because it combines the good features of them. Therefore , in order to reduce stagnation in BPSO, we combine it with GA sequentially, and uses both of them for features selection. The sequential of calling for BPSO and GA individually makes the proposed algorithm more robustness with keeping on original formatted of the mentioned algorithm by calling them sequentially. Increasing the number of mutation genes and decreasing the crossover operations during search progress help the proposed algorithm to be more robust to deal with stagnation problem. The wrapper method uses a heuristic to rank the features [10] [11] [12] , which are used for FS in the proposed algorithm. The experiments have been performed in 26 well-known datasets of UCI machine learning to compare the proposed algorithm (DHFS), full set classification, and FS by GA and BPSO. The numeric experiments results imply that proposed DHFS is better performance compared to mentioned algorithms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II we explain the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Section III presents the Binary Particle Swarm Optimization BPSO (BPSO), Genetic Algorithm (GA) is described in Section IV. Section V illustrates the Features selection (FS). Dual Heuristic Feature Selection (DHFS) present in Section VI. Section IX discusses Validate and test algorithm. Finally, the conclusion and future works stated in Section X.
II. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
The PSO is popular metaheuristic algorithm inspired by the behaviour of social animals. The robustness, stability, and simplicity enough to be it quite use for enhancing the different fields [13] such as Data mining [14] medical apply [15] image processing [3] speech recognition [16] . There are many similar features between PSO and other Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [17] . All EA start with a random population and calculate the fitness of each participant (candidate solution) to evaluate the performance of the population (all candidate solution). It uses the random mathematical model to update the population to search for a local optimum solution. The main difference between the PSO techniques with other EA [14] : (i) The PSO uses the velocity of the particle to update population (particles) rather than uses genetic operation such as parent selection, crossover, and mutation. (ii) The easiness of implementation and does not use complex operations make PSO more popular compared with other EA. (iii), The computational time of PSO is small compared to other EA because it has had a limit number of parameters and calculation formals. (iv) The PSO is simple in both theory and mathematically implementation.
The principal search of PSO based on a group of particles (candidate solutions), each particle has own velocity (random initialization) and current position (solution), meanwhile, the particles stored the best solution figure out by itself, this solution called local best optimum ( ). The PSO select the best solution among whole candidate solutions and update it dynamically during the search process this solution called global best (
). The velocity of particles updates in each step of a search process according to formula 2.1 [18] .
(2.1) where: 1 and 2 are random variables in the range [0, 1]. 1 and 2 are positive constants. is the inertia weight. ( ), ( ) are indicate the velocity and position of ℎ particle at iteration t in ℎ dimension, respectively. The PSO uses 2.2 to update the value of the particles (candidate solution) [18] .
Where: is old particle value, +1 is new particle value.
III. Binary Particle Swarm Optimization BPSO (BPSO)
Most versions of metaheuristic algorithms are suitable only for continuous search space, so that, it needed to modify to be suitable for binary search space. The transfer function [19] one of the ways that adaptive continuous metaheuristic algorithm for binary search space. In the proposed method, Formal 3.1 [19] used to modify PSO to be suitable for binary search.
After calculating the velocity ( ( ( ))), the equation 3.2 uses to define the possibility of flipping the value of particles:
Where: ( + 1) is new particle value, ( ) is old particle value, ( ) −1 the flipping value of particle if the particle is 01, or 1 0.
IV. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
The genetic algorithm is a discreet population metaheuristic algorithm inspired by the genetic behaviour of natural life according to Charles Darwin's theory of natural evolution [18] . It follows the rule of natural selection where the good individuals are contributing produce offspring. The mechanism search of GA essentially based on three genetic operations: a parent selection, crossover, and mutation. The parent selection is a process of selecting two or more parents from the crossover pool to produce new offspring (new candidate solution). The good parents have more chance to be selected for reproduction according to Darwin's theory [20] . There are other methods to select parents of GA such as a roulette wheel, tournament [21] . The crossover is mix genes of parents that elected for crossover operation. There are many crossover techniques such as one point crossover, two-point crossover [9] , Arethematic Crossover [22] , heuristic crossover [23] … etc. The mutation is tweak change in genes of offspring. The parent selection and crossover are not enough to solve the stagnation in local optimum [3] . Therefore, the mutation process in GA is important to make diversity and reduce stagnation effect on the search processing [17] .
V. Features selection (FS)
During the last decades, many datasets have huge information and high dimensional with hundreds or ten thousand features. Some of these features may be not important to the main object of the dataset [4] . The selection of important features that relate to a dataset goal called features selection. It employs the specific technique to remove garbage features from the dataset. The features selection technique is important tools to save train time and enhance the accuracy ratio of machine learning algorithms [24] . As a result makes the features selection a hot topic area for researchers. There are many features of selection methods: Filter, Wrapper, and Embedded [25] . Filter Methods depends on the relationship between the features and the target of the dataset to select the importance of features [5] . Embedded method for feature selection, which achieves by the insights using in some Machine Learning models such as LASSO Linear Regression and Tree-based models [7] . Wrapper Methods generate models with a subset of feature and gauge their model performances [6] . The stochastic search for important features can be select subset features of the wrapper model [10] . The time complexity of running an algorithm depends on data domination.
VI. Dual Heuristic Feature Selection (DHFS)
In this section, we focus on features selected based on a combination of two population metaheuristic techniques: Genetic algorithm (GA) and Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO). The hybrid algorithm has the advantages of multiple algorithms when deploy to solve optimization problems [26] . The search process of GA depends on three main operations: parent selection, crossover, and mutation. The parent selection and crossover are not enough to solve stagnation in local optimum [3] . Therefore, the mutation operation of GA tries to reduce stagnation at local optimum by increasing the chance to product diversity solutions [17] . The BPSO also suffering from stagnation problem [8] S1 is a number of steps where no enhance in results when applied an algorithm (BPSO or GA). It reset after calling another algorithm. S2 is a number of calls an algorithm (BPSO or GA) but without enhancing in results. The S2 reset when any algorithms (BPSO, BGA) find a new best solution. The (θ) represents the number of valid steps without a change in results for both algorithms (BPSO or GA). The proposed method consists of four parts: binary metaheuristics optimization algorithms (BPSO and GA), feature selection, switching between algorithms, and termination. Figure 1 illustrate the relation between the main parts of the DHFS.
Figure1: Main steps of DHFS
The algorithm starts with BPSO to grantee find first local optimum early [26] . The PSO when going through the stagnation as progress search in several steps (θ) the proposed algorithm called GA to makes diversity in population (candidate solutions), then recall the BPSO when GA failed to make diversity in candidate solutions. The Arithmetic Crossover (AC) used in GA to produce new offspring has different genes of its parents rather than using segment exchange [22] . AC products offspring by using 6.1
= .
1 + (1 − ). 2 (6.1)
Where: α either [0, 1]. Generally, the probability of falling into stagnation increases based on the search progress, it must increase the number of genes for a mutation in GA as search progress. Formal 6.2 calculates the number of genes (m) for the mutation to each participant.
Where: is the minimum number of genes for mutation, is the maximum number of genes for mutation. The features that corresponding 1 in the vector that been generating by BPSO or GA as shown in figure 2: The DHFS stops when satisfying one of the stop criteria: the algorithm reaches to the optimal solution, No change in result during several iterations, or the algorithm gets the maximum iterations. Each metaheuristic algorithm must have the cost function (object function or benchmark function) to evaluate the performance of the search processing on an algorithm. The cost function that uses with the proposed method is the classification result of the dataset by K-NN. In addition, check the validated the proposed method by CEC'15 benchmark functions. Table 1 
VII. Algorithm Parameters

VIII. Discusses Validate and test algorithm
A-Check Validate by CEC'15
After, combining two of the metaheuristic algorithms for features selection, we have to test the proposed method whether successful or not. 
B-Test by K-NN classification
The proposed method test over 26 datasets from UCI machine learning [https://archive.ics.uci.edu]. The dataset that choice from UCI machine learning has deferent domination (Features, sample, and classes). Table 3 shows the descriptions of datasets that use in the comparative study.
Our approach test is experimenting by KNN classification techniques and table 4 shows the comparison result of the classification datasets with full features and features selection by BPSO, GA, and proposed DHFS. The numeric experiments result imply that the proposed method (DHFS) performance better compared to full features classification and with feature selection by the mentioned algorithm. The DHFS recorded the best result in the most dataset. The BPSO records the best result in the dataset name (Heart, Brain). The results of the SRBCT dataset The GA has a better result. All algorithms get the same results in the dataset (Leukemia, Lymphoma). The rest of the dataset record the best results for the proposed DHFS. Finally, by reviewing all previous results we could say that our algorithm succeeded in 80.7% of mention datasets. BNT1  5  5921  90  13  Brain_Tumor2  BNT2  4  10368  50  14  breast2  BR2  2  4869  77  15  breast3  BR3  3  4869  95  16  Colon  CO  2  2000  62  17  DLBCL  DL  2  5470  77  18  Leukemia  LE  3  4026  62  19  Leukemia1  LE1  3  5328  72  20  Leukemia2  LE2  3  11226  72  21  Lung_Cancer  LC  5  12601  203  22  Lymphoma  LY  2  3051  38  23  Nci  NC  8  5244  61  24  Prostate  PR  2  6033  102  25  Prostate_Tumor  PT  2  10510  102  26 SRBCT SR 4 2309 83 
I.Conclusion and Future works
The stagnation phenomena increase as search progress due to new candidate solutions are convergence. The mutation operation in GA reduce these phenomena by produce diversity in the new population. The BPSO also suffering some time from stagnation at a local optimum. The Stagnation problem increasing as search progress, therefore, the metaheuristic search algorithms need to make diversity in the population for reducing the effects of stagnation on search processing. The DHSF save on the original format of both algorithms (GA and BPSO) by calling them sequentially and 
